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FOR THOSE WHO CREATE THE KITCHEN

THE FIRST CENTRE OF 
CULINARY TECHNIQUE IN POLAND 
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Professionally. The highest quality standards.
On the area of over 700 m2 in aired and air-conditioned rooms, 

we prepared ideal conditions allowing to get acquainted with and 
practically test the Dora Metal devices and gastronomic equip-
ment  together with the companies belonging to the Dora Metal 
Group: Kromet and Haspol, which have in their offer practically all 
devices necessary in the kitchen technology. The training stands 
and rooms of the background were equipped with these devices. 
While visiting the Centre You may become acquainted with both 
the rules of using simple kitchen tools, and the very modern, pro-
fessional equipment, such as convection-steam furnaces, shock 
coolers produced by Dora Metal and Kromet, high class dishwash-

ers produced by the Winterhalter and Classeq companies.
Apart from presentation and testing of gastronomic devices 

CTK DoraM offers the possibility of gaining the extremely use-
ful knowledge concerning the aspects of kitchen technology. All 
rooms of the Centre were prepared specifically for this purpose, 
according to all rules applied at designing the gastronomic back-
up facilities. Therefore, every interested person may become 
practically acquainted with the rules of creating a professional 
kitchen,on such level of minuteness as: the rules of products’ de-
livery, separation of wastes etc.

Comprehensively, innovatively 
and professionally. Dora Metal 
opened in Warsaw a place for organ-
izing  trainings, meetings, demon-
strations or gastronomic courses, 
the only one on such large scale.

Comprehensively. Thinking about 
the needs.

Dora Metal, the leading producer of 
gastronomic devices invites You with 
pleasure to the first Centre of Culinary 
Technique DoraM in Poland. 

We have created this place thinking 
about the whole community of gastro-
nomes, confectioners and all function-
ing in the related branches. 

The Centre of Culinary Technique 
DoraM offers perfect conditions for the 
presentation of devices  and training 
of culinary techniques. As opposed to 
the places that are mainly used to learn 
how to cook, CTK DoraM offers the ca-
pabilities to practically learn all cook-
ing techniques and the rules of  proper 
selection of equipment used in gas-
tronomy, confectionery, food process-
ing or related fields.

Innovatively- Without 
limits.

The Centre of Culinary 
Technique is furnished 
with the audio-video mon-
itoring equipment, which 
in real mode (live) enables 
electronic transmission 
and record of shows and 
trainings with the possibili-
ty of providing coverage of 
it via the Internet. This so-
lution provides the oppor-
tunity to participate in the 
courses being practically in 
any place in the world.

The fIrsT CenTre of CulInary TeChnIque In PolanD Was 
oPeneD 

Training room

Training room
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Why it is worth to visit us?
The Centre of Culinary Technique DoraM is 

the only place of this type in Poland, and pos-
sibly in Europe. Its uniqueness results not only 
from its location, but first of all from the accura-
cy of preparation for the purpose it is about to 
serve. It’s a place of practical learning the kitch-
en technology, and also the place of trainings, 
shows, meetings, gastronomic contests and 
the centre of demonstrating the equipment 
for confectioner’s stores, bars and all spheres 
related to gastronomy.

We have also prepared a version 
for those, who will still visit the 
Centre personally, and decide only 
on the theoretical part. Every prac-
tical training can take place with 
the participation of the audience, 
for which were prepared 48 seats 
with functional writing desks for 
taking notes.

We also place at the disposal of 
our guest a conference room with 
a café bar, and a convenient, at-
tended parking lot adapted for 
parking coaches.
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We invite you to cooperation
Dora MeTal group

The CenTre of CulInary TeChnIque

Conference room

Training room

 Training room – auditorium
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The plan of the area of CTK DoraM

02-673 Warszawa
ul. Racjonalizacji 5
(22) 847 65 86

www.ctk.doram.pl
ctk@dora-metal.pl
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1. SHOWROOM
2. CONFERENCE ROOM
3. SHOW-TRAINING ROOM
4. KITCHENWARE SCULLERY 
5. „CLEAN” PREPARATION ROOM 
6. TABLE DISHES SCULLERY
7. COLD STORE FOR PACKAGED PRODUCTS
8. POTATOES AND VEGETABLES PEELING ROOM 

9. STOREROOM FOR SEASONINGS
10. STOREROOM FOR CLEAN ARTICLES
11. FRUITS AND VEGETABLES STOREROOM
12. TRAINERS’ CHANGING ROOM
13. LADIES’ CHANGING ROOM
14. MEN’S CHANGING ROOM
15. DELIVERY OF GOODS
16. MAINTENANCE STOREROOM 

The CenTre of CulInary TeChnIque

DESCRIPTION OF ROOMS:

Clean preparation room 

Rooms of the scullery are furnished with the high-
est quality eqiuipment of the Classeq and 
Winterhalter companies

Social room
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Wiktor - the hit of this year’s fair 
fair is an excellent opportunity to present our devices, 
meet with partners and  contracting parties and to have 
our finger on the pulse… of the competition. here meet 
the representatives of gastronomic, confectioner’s com-
panies as well as bakers and hotel-keepers. In one word: 
the branch.

After the success in Warsaw (we wrote about this event in 
more detail in the previous issue of the bulletin), we decided 
to participate in the next fair, very important from the view-
point of our business.

 The first of them - Gastro Hotel took place in Toruń, on 27-
29 May this year. It was visited by over 200 representatives 
of branch objects from al over Poland. The mayor of Toruń 
Michał Zalewski added prestige to the whole event, opening 
the fair with the culinary show. The next point on the fair map 
of the Dora Metal Group was the X edition of the International 
Exhibition of Church Construction, Church Fittings and Fur-
nishings and Religious Art SACROEXPO taking place in Kielce. 
The event was visited by over 4000 visitors,  among others, 
representatives of companies and clergy, salesmen, whole-
salers etc. The honorary patronage over the exhibition took, 
among others, the Minister of Culture and National Heritage 
- Bogdan Zdrojewski, His Excellency Cardinal Józef Glemp the 
Primate of Poland, His Excellency Szymon Romańczuk Ortho-
dox Archbishop of Łódź and Poznań.

The next important event for the companies from the Dora 
Metal Group was the International Gastronomy Fair Gastro 
Trendy, taking place parallel to the Polagra-Food fair, on 14-
17 September this year, playing the role of a place identified 
in the branch with the presentation of gastronomic trends 
and market novelties. The visitors had the opportunity to ad-
mire and taste the delicacies from different remote parts of 
the world, and to acquaint themselves with the rich offer of 
furniture and gastronomic devices from stainless steel on our 
stand.

This year’s fair hit turned out to be our products from the 
group: Counters and Mobile Banquet Systems WIKTOR ear-
lier awarded on the Warsaw Eurogastro 2009 Fair in the „Best 
Product” category. We also presented, among others, devices 
for furnishing, including the novelty in this „family” – ceram-
ic plate, as well as cooling appliances, among others, shock 
coolers and technological furniture. From the part of Kromet 
a new design of the 900 line was presented: - a gas cooker 
with6 burners, neutral stand, grill plate and: electric  and gas 
devices in EKO modules – frying pans, gas stools and gas 
cookers. 

The devices presented on the fair by the Dora Metal Group 
have aroused great interest within the last period, what is 
proved by the increase in sale, which we recorded within the 
last few months.

faIr: Toruń, KIelCe, Poznań

The Gastro Hotel Fair in Toruń, exhibition of Dora Metal: Mobile Banquet 
Systems WIKTOR, devices for furnishing, cooling devices

Stanisław 
Dziwisz – 
Metropolitan 
Archbishop 

Gastro Trendy Fair in Poznań, common stand of the companies from the 
Group: Dora Metal and Kromet

Sacroexpo Fair in Kielce. Dora Metal and Kromet 
participated in it together with the Authorized
Trade Partner - the Restaurator Serwis company 
from Kielce.

Our fair appearances resulted in many contracts and invitations to 
cooperation. 
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In the very centre of Karpacz, situated picturesquely in the Karkonosze mountains was created 
a sanDra sPa centre. The owners bet on high comfort, superbly developed space and attention 
to detail. The effect is unusual, therefore we inform You about this enterprise with great pleasure. 
The more so, because we made our contribution to guaranteeing pleasant rest to the guests of 
the centre, comprehensively furnishing the kitchen with the back-up facilities, high-class devices 
and gastronomic furniture from stainless steel of the Dora Metal Group, thereby providing the 
organization of conditions of work on the highest level and with the maintenance of the highest 
standards obligatory in the contemporary gastronomy.

The SANDRA SPA centre is the place in-
tended for a wide group of clients looking 
for unusual places, in which one may also 
have a rest, relax or have a good time re-
gardless of the weather outside, season, or 
likings, without leaving the object; to this 
end the centre allocated to the needs of the 
guests: a bowling alley, billiard hall, swim-
ming pool, gym. The whole area of the cen-
tre covers 3 ha, developed in such way, in 
order to rest adequately. A spa garden with 
paths for walking, places for rest and own 
water source was prepared. 

The main idea of the centre are curative 
stays and biological regeneration.

 

Convection-steam 
furnaces of the 
DORAM brand and 
the shock coolers 
and cooler-freezers 
compatible with 
them, Dora Metal 
ventilation hoods

Technological furniture of the 
Dora Metal company

Devices from the 900 line of the 
Kromet company

The effect of our cooperation 
best depict the words of the 
Investor, Mr. Janusz zalewski:

„The furniture and gastronomic de-
vices from stainless steel delivered to 
my centre fully met my expectations, 
faced up to almost twenty-four-hour, 
intensive work of the kitchen. The 
equipment is of a really high quality, 
it is characterized by very low failure 
frequency and it has all functions 
necessary in the modern gastrono-
my, useful and making work more ef-
ficient. Moreover, close cooperation 
and exchange of mutual observa-
tions  as to the products, their opera-
tion and function with the producers 
of the Dora Metal Group equipment 
is an additional asset of our success-
ful cooperation”.

our CoMPleTIons: sanDra sPa

sanDra sPa , 58-540 Karpacz, ul. Obrońców Pokoju 3,  tel. (75) 75 19 100 
www.sandra.karpacz.pl, e-mail: sandra@home.pl

here the WeaTher is alWays fine 
Rest, recreation, SPA & wellness, rehabilitation, business...

Dora Metal Group in sandra sPa
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We inform You with pleasure about fi nishing a very interesting completion of a wooden mansion, situated 
in Jerzmanowice, among picturesque landscapes of the Ojcowski National Park.

Chochołowy Dwór refers to old noble traditions of the region, and the modern solutions provide comfort 
and safety to the guests as well as the employees of the mansion.

Chochołowy Dwór is a perfect staging area for the active persons, stroll lovers and tourists following the 
historical paths; You will fi nd here a haven during tourist travels, place of a magical wedding reception, ro-
mantic dinners, family meetings, inspiring, professional aid in organizing banquets and conferences. Spe-
cially for the guests were created: a restaurant, ballroom, comfortable accommodation places for 90 persons, 
courtyard, club and conference room, playground, garden, tennis court.

We completed this investment together with our partner of many years, authorized Trade 
Partner, the Combi Co company from Gliwice, furnishing the hotel kitchen and its auxiliary 
rooms with high class, ergonomic gastronomic devices from stainless steel. Technology of the 
kitchen was based on the basis of devices and furniture of Dora Metal and Kromet brands. Dora 
Metal supplied the goods in the DM-S series, with high standard of constructional solutions and 
the highest level of hygiene: technological furniture, cooling devices, heating devices and ventila-
tion hoods. The Kromet company equipped the kitchen with the devices from the line: 700 and the 900 line, with a new design.

Functional arrangement of the cooling, heating devices as well as technological furniture combined with aesthetic qualities of work-
manship of rooms resulted in the creation of an ideal working space for a professional kitchen.

our CoMPleTIons : ChoChoŁoWy DWÓr

CHOCHOŁOWY DWÓR , 32-048 Jerzmanowice 54A , woj. Małopolskie, Reception tel: (12) 389 32 80 
www.chocholowydwor.pl, e-mail: kontakt@chocholowydwor.pl
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PROFESSIONAL TRANSFER OF INFORMATION – NEW EDITION OF 
CATALOGUES ALREADY AVAILABLE 
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PUBLISHER
DORA METAL Sp. z o.o. 
ul. Chodzieska 27, 64-700 Czarnków, tel. 067 255 20 42, fax 067 255 25 15, e-mail: info@dora-metal.pl, www.dora-metal.pl

KROMET Sp. z o.o. 
ul. Pocztowa 30, 66-600 Krosno Odrzańskie, tel. 068 383 53 24, fax 068 383 54 58, e-mail: handlowy@kromet.com.pl, www.kromet.com.pl

THE GREAT ENTRY SOON!
 GASTRONOMIC TRAININGS, CULINARY SHOWS, EXHIBITIONS OF PRODUCTS 

AND MANY MORE OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN YOUR REACH 
THE ONLY PLACE OF THIS TYPE IN POLAND, 

THE LARGEST AND THE MOST INDEPENDENT ONE

order: handlowy@dora-metal.pl

order: 
handlowy@kromet.com.pl

THE CENTRE OF CULINARY TECHNOLOGY

DORA METAL Sp. z o.o. 
ul. Chodzieska 27, 64-700 Czarnków, tel. (67) 255 20 42, fax (67) 255 25 15, e-mail: handlowy@dora-metal.pl, www.dora-metal.pl

KROMET Sp. z o.o. 
ul. Pocztowa 30, 66-600 Krosno Odrzańskie, tel. (68) 383 53 24, fax (68) 383 54 58, e-mail: handlowy@kromet.com.pl, www.kromet.com.pl


